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Abstract

The IBM Enterprise Privacy Architecture (EPA) is
a methodology for enterprises to provide an enhanced
and well-defined level of privacy to their customers.
EPA is structured in four building blocks. The privacy
regulation analysis identifies and structures the applica-
ble regulations. The management reference model en-
ables an enterprise to define and enforce an enterprise
privacy strategy and the resulting privacy practices.
The privacy agreement framework is a methodology for
privacy-enabling business process re-engineering. It
outputs a detailed model of the privacy-relevant play-
ers and activities as well as the privacy policies that
govern these activities. The technical reference archi-
tecture defines the technology needed for implementing
the identified practices.

1 Introduction

Consumer privacy is a growing concern in the mar-
ket place. While privacy concerns are most prominent
for e-commerce (see for example [1, 7]), the concerns for
traditional transactions are increasing as well. Some
enterprises are aware of these problems and of the mar-
ket share they might loose if they do not implement
proper privacy practices. As a consequence enterprises
publish privacy statements that promise fair informa-
tion practices. Written in natural language or formal-
ized using the World Wide Web Consortium’s “Plat-
form for Privacy Preferences Project (P3P)” [8], they
only constitute privacy promises and are not necessar-
ily backed-up by technological means. In addition, laws
increasingly impose baseline privacy regulations.

Enterprises willing to implement fair privacy prac-
tices usually face the following problems:

• Business processes are designed without consider-
ing privacy requirements. Thus, enterprises are

forced to create stockpiles of personally identifi-
able information (PII or short personal data) in-
stead of collecting personal data when needed for
the business at hand.

• Existing services often identify users even though
their identity is not needed for the business at
hand. Privacy-enhancing security technology that
provides security with less data is rarely used.

• Enterprises store a variety of personal data.
Larger enterprises may not know what types of
PII are collected and where it is stored.

• Enterprises may neither know the consent a cus-
tomer has given nor the legal regulations that ap-
ply to a specific customer record.

Enterprises that want to respect the privacy of con-
sumers need three main technologies.

Privacy-enabling design includes techniques that
make services more privacy friendly. A core building
block is data minimization. The goal of data minimiza-
tion is to minimize the amount of personal data than
needs to be collected to achieve the objectives of an
enterprise. This includes privacy-enabling applications
that are designed to provide services while minimiz-
ing the data needed. Tools for such applications are
pseudonymity systems and anonymous authentication
schemes [3].

Even with privacy-enabled design, an enterprise still
stores a certain amount of personal data. The cus-
tomers are required to trust the enterprise to use this
data as promised in a privacy policy. Privacy manage-
ment services help enterprises to enforce the promised
practices in an auditable way.

Without computer security, a company cannot guar-
antee privacy. Privacy-enabled security services are
needed to secure the infrastructure running the enter-
prise privacy management services. Nevertheless, ex-
isting security technology often provides security with-
out privacy. Examples are non-anonymous identifica-
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tion and authentication schemes, data collected by in-
trusion detection systems, and coarse access control.
In order to enable privacy, these technologies need to
be transformed into privacy-enabling security services.
Analogously to privacy-enabled applications, the goal
is to provide security without collecting personal data
about honest users.

The goal of the IBM Enterprise Privacy Architec-
ture (EPA) is to solve these problems while concen-
trating on the enterprise-related aspects. Essentially,
EPA is a methodology for enterprises to provide a well-
defined and enhanced level of privacy to its customers.
It provides the foundation for the privacy part of IBM’s
Security and Privacy Services.

2 The IBM Enterprise Privacy Archi-
tecture

The IBM Enterprise Privacy Architecture is a
methodology that allows enterprises to maximize the
business use of personal information while respecting
privacy concerns and regulations. It provides a sus-
tainable privacy management system, which can be
customized to the total set of privacy regulations and
privacy choices facing an enterprise.

Figure 1. Building Blocks of the IBM Enter-
prise Privacy Architecture

EPA introduces privacy-awareness and privacy ser-
vices into enterprises in a systematic and complete way.
Figure 1 illustrates its components, outlined in form of
a pyramid. As a prerequisite, the EPA privacy regu-
lation analysis identifies and structures the applicable
regulations. The Management Reference Model (top
3 layers in Figure 1) constitutes the tip of the EPA

pyramid, defining the privacy strategy and practices
of the enterprise. The Privacy Agreements Framework
provides a privacy-enabled model for privacy-enhanced
business process re-engineering. The lowest layer is the
Technical Reference Architecture that defines the tech-
nology for implementing the required privacy services.

2.1 Privacy Regulation Analysis

Regulatory compliance is a primary driver of
privacy-related activity in the marketplace. Thus, it is
clear that a useful picture of the regulatory landscape is
a pre-requisite to developing any kind of privacy archi-
tecture. The challenge is that regulations are typically
written in dense legal style with formats and terminol-
ogy that tend to differ depending on their origin and
purpose.

EPA addresses this challenge by regulatory summary
tables and regulation rules tables. Regulatory summary
tables summarize the applicable regulations using a
unified terminology. The regulation rules tables iden-
tify data that is in the enterprise as well as the legal
restrictions on using such data. The regulation rules
tables are enterprise-specific and more formal than the
regulation summary table. An entry describes which
party can perform which action on which type of data,
the resulting privacy obligations, and a reference to
the legal regulation. In addition, the four business-
use phases Collection, Retention, Processing and Use
(“CRPU”) are used to categorize the scope of privacy
regulations.

2.2 Management Reference Model

The EPA Management Reference Model addresses
the enterprise-wide processes necessary for a compre-
hensive privacy management program. These processes
are structured and linked to drive the program starting
from a strategic view down through the implementa-
tion of privacy practices (see Figure 1).

Strategy defines the privacy philosophy, the high-
level policies and identifies the applicable regula-
tions.

This represents the highest level of an enterprise’s
privacy program and embodies its philosophy, its
policies and the regulations it will adhere to. The
outputs are a privacy strategy as well as a security
strategy. Both define what an enterprise will do
for protecting privacy and security.

Control defines the general controls necessary to en-
force policy.
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Its components are a Privacy Requirements Pro-
cess, the Information Asset Classification and
Control, a Compliance Enforcement Process, a
definition of the Organizational Roles and Respon-
sibilities as well as an Employee Education Pro-
gram.

Practices defines the incorporation of policy into
business processes.

This represents the level of an enterprise’s privacy
program that translates privacy policy obligations
into the general processes, programs and activities
that will implement them. Its components are a
Privacy Statement declaring the enterprise policy,
a Customer Preference Program for defining opt-
in and opt-out choices, an Individual Participa-
tion Process that enables customers to access their
data, a Dispute Process, an External Communica-
tion Program that advertises the privacy efforts
of an enterprise, and Information Access Controls
that protect the enterprises’ data and resources.

2.3 Privacy Agreements Framework

The Privacy Agreements Framework models the
transaction level management of privacy at the points
where enterprises use personal information within busi-
ness processes. This includes processes that connect
the individual to the enterprise, processes linking peo-
ple and departments within the enterprise, and pro-
cesses linking the enterprise with third parties. This
model can then be used to identify privacy agreements
that are required between the players involved. The
main parts of the model are players, data, and rules:

Players The players are the entities that interact
while processing collected data. Basic players are
data subjects (persons about whom data is col-
lected) and different data users (enterprises or em-
ployees using the data). The player model uses an
object-oriented modeling technique to identify the
players, their operations on the data, as well as
the interactions among the players. The result is
documented using UML [2] class and collaboration
diagrams.

Data The data model identifies the data needed for
the processes. Besides identifying the fields col-
lected in forms, it classifies data into at least three
categories:

• Personally identifiable information is the
most sensitive kind of information that can
be linked to a real-world identity. Examples

include a tuple name/surname or a U.S. so-
cial security number.

• Depersonalized Information is PII where the
identifying information has been replaced by
a pseudonym. Even though this data is
less sensitive, some parties are able to re-
personalize it by replacing the pseudonym
with the identifying information. Examples
include the age with a customer number.

• Anonymized Information contains no identi-
fying information or pseudonyms. It is the
least sensitive kind of information that can
be obtained by removing all personal data
from a set of data. For anonymized data, it
is required that identifying the data subject
given the data is virtually impossible. Exam-
ples include the town of residence or an age
in years on its own (i.e., without any other
information that may enable identification of
the data subject).

Rules The rules model identifies the rules that govern
the usage of data by players and their operations.
It defines what player may perform which oper-
ation for what purpose. In addition, rules may
impose conditions and may define obligations that
result from performing an operation.

2.4 Technical Reference Architecture

To guarantee that an enterprise provides sufficient
privacy to its customers, privacy-enforcement needs to
be deployed on an enterprise-wide scale. All appli-
cations that handle personal data need to make sure
that the handling adheres to the promised policies.
An enterprise-wide privacy-management system uses at
least three types of systems (see Figure 2):

The Policy Management System enables the ad-
ministrators of the system to define, change and
update privacy policies. It distributes the privacy
policies to the privacy enforcement systems.

The Privacy Enforcement System enforces the
privacy protection for each individual resource
that stores privacy-relevant data. It obtains
policies from the policy management system and
offers auditing data to the audit console. The
privacy enforcement system is usually split into
two parts: A resource-specific resource monitor
shields the resource and a resource-independent
authorization director evaluates the policies and
decides whether requests are granted or not.
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Figure 2. Components of a Enterprise Privacy Enforcement System

The authorization director authorizes operations
on the collected data. After evaluating the policy,
the authorization director returns whether the re-
quest is authorized or not and whether an autho-
rized request implies any privacy obligations.

Each kind of protected resource (database, CRM
system, . . . ) uses a corresponding resource moni-
tor. This monitor shields the resource from direct
access. Each incoming request is translated into
a call to the authorization director. Only if the
authorization director authorizes the request, the
request is forwarded to the resource. The resource
monitor records audit data and tracks pending pri-
vacy obligations.

Audit Console This system enables the Privacy Of-
ficer to review the audit information stored in the
enforcement nodes and the policies distributed by
the policy management systems.

The Platform for Enterprise Privacy Practices (E-
P3P) is a refinement of the EPA Technical Reference
Architecture [5, 6]. It enables enterprises to formal-
ize and enforce privacy practices and to manage the
consent of their customers.

3 Benefits for the Enterprise

EPA helps enterprises leverage personal data while
protecting privacy. It recognizes the issues and invest-
ment relating to existing personal data in legacy sys-
tems as well as those generated by e-business initia-
tives. As such, EPA’s value revolves around the fol-
lowing:

Enhance and preserve the value of data assets. The
data model of the Technical Reference Model provides

for the identification and categorization of personal
data within the organization and thereby allows the
establishment of appropriate protection measures.

Operate consistently with multiple privacy regula-
tions and standards. The privacy regulation analysis
helps to identify compliance obligations across differ-
ent jurisdictions and express these in common terms.
The applicable regulations are formalized by an enter-
prise privacy policy that is associated with any col-
lected data. This so-called “sticky policy paradigm”
supports identifying the applicable regulations and pri-
vacy promises for all personal data in an enterprise.

Build and promote trust in the marketplace. EPA
enables customers to retain control over their data.
The Management Reference Model enables and pro-
motes responsiveness and privacy awareness of the en-
terprise. Together with external auditing, these mea-
sures promote trust of the customers.

Realize substantial privacy management choices.
The regulatory analysis reveals compliance choices.
This analysis highlights choices for uses of less sensitive
data types and shows high risk and redundant privacy
relationships.

Operate a sound platform for persistent privacy
management. The Requirements Process within the
Management Reference Model ensures ongoing envi-
ronmental input on privacy.

4 Conclusions

The IBM Enterprise Privacy Architecture enables
enterprises to provide an increased and well-defined
level of privacy to their customers. It enables enter-
prises to act as the custodians of their customer’s per-
sonal data that protect against privacy violations by
themselves or others. Note that the Enterprise Privacy
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Architecture assumes that the customers trust the pri-
vacy administrators and privacy enforcement systems
of the enterprise to some extent1. The systems then
protect the customer’s data against privacy violations
by regular employees or systems.

An important aspect of EPA’s privacy enforcement
system is the management of the data subject’s consent
on a per-person basis. Consent management includes
the management of the consented policy as well as the
management of the users opt-in and opt-out choices.
The core of EPA’s notion of consent management is
the sticky policy paradigm: When submitting data to
an enterprise, the user implicitly consents to the ap-
plicable policy and to the selected opt-in and opt-out
choices. Opt-in and opt-out choices as well as the con-
sented policy are associated with the collected data.
This holds even if the data is sent to another enter-
prise. Note that policy management on a per-user-basis
is useful once consent and different sources need to be
considered [4]. Examples are managing data of dif-
ferent policy versions (e.g., due to different collection
times), different user roles (e.g., premium and users
funded by advertising), or users from different legisla-
tion (e.g., Europe and US).
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